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ABSTRACT 

Solar energy is the new upcoming renewable energy that science and engineers are working to 

make better by finding different ways to increase the efficiency of electrical output.  

I tackled the design of a solar mount to rise the efficiency. By incorporating a dual axis tracker 

to the stand of the panel and making follow the sun’s position with different ways, I make the 

direct sunlight beam right to the solar panel and thus increasing the efficiency of the output 

electrical power. One of the reasons of putting a project like this one in Ifrane is the elevation. 

We also give a great importance to the cost. By doing a cost analysis we can estimate the total 

cost that this project would require for implementation and thus deduce the payback period. A 

STEEPLE analysis is also conducted to insure the social, technological, environmental, ethical, 

political, legal, and economical aspect and concerns of the project. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

From the first time the photovoltaic effect was detected in 1839 by French scientist Edmond 

Becquerel until nowadays, great deal of improvement work was done to increase the efficiency 

and decrease the cost of the generation of electricity by using the natural source that is the sun. 

Since the industrial revolution, we have been very focused on the less obvious source of energy 

and fighting over it and making enemies instead of looking just a little in the sky and realizing 

that the greatest unlimited source is just above us in the zenith.  

 

However, when we did realize that - and thankfully - it gained a pretty big attention and picked 

the interest of scientists, environmentalists and engineers trying to increase the performance 

and enhance the design. 

 

 Different area of studies can tackle this renewable, and specifically solar, energies. Moreover, 

as an engineering and management student who is very interested in the engineering designs 

and renewable energies, I have as a project the implementation of a concentrated photovoltaic 

plant (CPV) to be installed on the university ground. 

 

The object of this capstone is to produce an engineering analysis of a 40 Kilo-Watt and the 

design aspects will deal with the structural mounting of the panels and their supporting tracking 

unit.  

 

To work on this project, we will break it down to different smaller tasks where the first thing to 

do will consist of looking at the different components of the technology to be assembled to 

produce the tracking unit in addition of the structural design for supporting pillars to withstand 

the unit. To do so we need to collect the elements needed in the design of the tracking unit. 

Researches lead to the decision of working with an open loop solar tracker which uses computer 

controlled algorithms that could determine the position of the sun. To be implemented it needs 

the ideal algorithm that can establish the sun’s position through the whole year. Also, it needs 

two servo Motors to move the panel in two different axes and of course the other electronic 

components such as an Arduino Uno.  
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In addition, a computer simulation will be used to predict the yearly electrical output of the 

CPV plant for Ifrane.  To take care of that we will using DIgSILENT which stand for “DIgital 

SImuLation and Electrical NeTwork calculation program” Power Factory software. This tool 

will help with the modelling as well as with the industrial grids and the analysis of these grid’s 

interactions.  

 

Once the analysis is completed, we will propose the design of the system to be implemented. 

In particular, we will concentrate on the technology to be implemented at AUI from an assembly 

plant that will be installed on the University grounds. A cost analysis for implementation of the 

plant will be the final stage for studying the feasibility of producing and installing the power 

plant on the grounds of the University. 

 

 In this final stage, we will look at the cost of the different components that are available in the 

local Moroccan market and try to visual the total cost of the plant. Thus, this will allow to shed 

a vision on the total economic analysis for such plant implementation. 
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2 BACKGROUND 

 
2.1 Solar cells 

Solar cells are made of photovoltaic cell that absorbs the energy from the solar radiations and 

transforms it into electricity directly. A solar panel it is the big component that is made of solar 

modules that are also made of solar cells.  

 

To get the most use of the sunlight we need to direct the solar panel directly in front of the sun 

but since the sun is not fixed at one position, we need to follow its tracks and this is what we 

call a tracking solar system. 

  

2.2 Solar Trackers 

 

The need of such technology, is to increase the output of the solar panel for a maximum 

efficiency, maximize the power per unit area and also to be able to grab the energy throughout 

the day. There are two types of solar tackers. The first one is the single axis solar tracker, and 

they can have either a horizontal or vertical axis, which will only follow the hours of the day or 

it will follow the sun’s position depending on the seasons. For example, in tropical regions 

where the sun gets very high at noon, but the days are short, they usually use the horizontal axis 

Figure 1: Solar panel 
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solar tracker. Inversely the vertical axis solar tracker will be used in higher altitudes like the 

UK where the sun doesn’t go very high but summer days can be very long. 

 

The second type, is the dual axis solar tracker. It has both the horizontal and the vertical axis, 

so that it can track the sun’s position anywhere in the world. This is the same system used to 

control astronomical telescopes and that is why we can find plenty of software to automatically 

predict and track the sun’s motion in the sky. This system follows the sun from north to south 

and from east to west allowing an added power output of 40% and making it more convenient. 

 

  

Figure 2: Single axis solar tracker  

Figure 3: Dual axis solar tracker 
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2.3 Solar tracker drivers 

 

The solar tracker drivers are the means by which the solar tracker will follow the sun’s path. 

We have three different types of drivers depending on the system that they incorporate.  

Below is schema showing the types of drivers:  

Passive trackers are the ones that uses the sun’s radiation to heat gases that move the tracker 

cross the sky.  

Active trackers are the ones that uses electronic drivers such as light sensors with some kind of 

gearing to move the tracker.  

Open loop trackers are the ones that determines the sun’s position from a prerecorded sun’s 

path of that specific position.  

 

Both the passive and the active trackers have a major drawback that the open loop don’t, which 

is the vulnerability to the overcast. and that is why we are choosing for this project the open 

loop tracker. This type of trackers has two ways of usages, a simple one that consist of using 

thing system and a complicated one the uses computer controlled algorithms. We will be using 

the complicated one to be more accurate and thus more efficient.   

Figure 4: Type of drivers 
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3 Dual Axis  
3.1 Structural design  

 
calculations 

To work on the structural design of the dual axis, which is the part that has both the vertical 

(North to South) and the horizontal (East to West) axis, we will first draw a free body diagram 

of this part that you can see in figure 5 bellow to show the forces acting on it so that we can 

generate the estimated load that the structure can handle.  

 

The only precise load that we can get is the weight of the top part of the solar tracker. Then we 

will have to estimate the other loads that are:  

• The snow load (we will consider uniformity of the snow on the panel)  

The other parameter that we should include in the equation will be:  

• The mass of the top part  

We can ignore the rotational effects. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: free body diagram of top part 
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Using a Cartesian coordinate, we retrieve the following equation:  

! = 0 

! = $% + 6.$ +$) +$* − , 

 

We need to determine the estimated load of snow that could accumulate over a day. If we 

consider the solar panel to have 10,78 ft2 and that the it snows maximum 50 cm [12], it means 

that we could have up till 17.7 ft3 of snow over the panel. Knowing that a 1 ft3 of snow weights 

5.2 pounds[9], we end up with 92.04 Kg of snow. Also, we need to calculate the weight of the 

two circles. They should be equal since they are made from the same material and they have 

the same dimensions.  

- = ./ = .01*2 = 7.87×0×6.5*×5 = 7889	; = 7. 889	<; 

 

Now we can retrieve the reaction force that will allow us to determine the load that is going to 

sit on the supporting base.  

 

, = =>>?. 9	@ 

Durability 

The snow load is directly related to the durability of the whole structure -but more specifically 

here- to the top part of it, and so it is very important to choose the right material that would  

 

support the load of the assembled parts. In the figure 6 below a free body diagram of the “H” 

shaped beam. 

Figure 6: Free body diagram of the H shaped part 
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The “H” shaped beam that we are going to use is the W 1100 x 499 that has modulus section of 

A = 2300×10E	--E. If this beam is made of 1010 carbon steel that has an allowable bending 

stress of   F = 44200	HIJ. Using this equation $KLKMN =
O.P.QRSSTURVSW

XY
 ,we can find the allowable 

load that the beam can withstand by subtracting the weight of the beam from the total weight. 

$MNNLZM[N\ = $KLKMN −$[\M]. Solving the two equation to get: 

$MNNLZM[N\ = 9777^	<; −_ 

Since $% ≪ $MNNLZM[N\, we conclude that the beam can bear the snow load. 

 

3.2 Solid works design 

The design shown below in figure 7 is what the top part of this tracker will look like: 

 

 

Complimenting this design, we include the different electronic elements that we need in the 

part to make it move as commended. Those components are:  

• Two servo motors that we will need to introduce as shown in the free body diagram. 

• A digital controller for the motors (For the prototype an Arduino Uno will be used)  

• A measurement system that will show the actual value output of the solar panels in this 

case a voltmeter. 

Figure 7: Top part of tracker solid works design 
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4 Supporting base 
4.1 Structural design 

 

Calculations 

Same kind of work that was done on the structural design of the top part of the solar tracker 

will be re-evaluated for the bottom part which is the base that is meant for the support of the 

whole tracker. 

 

This base has a shape of an irregular Square frustum that has a big base and a small uppermost. 

In the figure 8 below is the free body diagram of the supporting base that will help us determine 

reactant force that is the load that the supporting base is supposed to tolerate.  

 

We already calculated the weight of the top part of the solar tracker, now we need to calculate 

the weight of the supporting base itself.  Using the same material as in the upper part (1010 

carbon steel) that has a density of 7.87 g/cm3 and a volume of 0.08 m3 calculated as follow:  

/[ =
)
E
ℎ(c) + c* + c)c*) = >. >^	_9  , With h=500 mm, A1= 1890000 mm2, and 

A2=2250000 mm2. 

 

Figure 8: Free body diagram of the supporting part 
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Now that we have calculated the volume of the frustum, we can derivate the mass of the 

supporting base: -[ = ./[ = ?8e. ?	<;. Using the second law of newton, we see that the 

equation will contain three different forces. They are as follow:  

• Wtop : The weight of the top part  

• Wbase : The weight of the base  

• Rbase : the normal reaction of the base on the ground  

 

The equation will look like so:  

! = 0 

! = $KLf +$[M%\ − ,[M%\ 

Solving for the resultant we get:  

,[ = $KLf +$[M%\ = 1006.3 + 	9.81×629.6 = h=^8. i	@ 

 

This value shows how much load the supporting base should bear, which means that we need 

to calculate the allowable bending stress for and compare them. The allowable bending stress 

should be smaller than the resultant load so that this whole design is acceptable and will not 

collapse. 

 

Durability  

The durability of the base is strictly related to the material. That is the reason behind a careful 

study of the material choices that we can find suitable. We are working again with the same 

material as in the upper part (1010 carbon steel) since it proved its reliability and strength. For 

the calculations, no need to do the same calculations and use the same equation as in the 

durability section in the previous segment, because we have a different shape that pretty strait 

forward. So, employing this equation,  $KLKMN =
jMkl]m]	MNNLZM[N\	%Kn\\

o\%lpq	rMsKLn
=

t*uvv
).Ou

).)u
=

23520	wxy = =>i?88	@. [1] 

 

We got the design factor by dividing the   tensile strength by the yield strength. The value that 

we got is far greater than the stress it is supposed to handle and so the design and the material 

is strong enough to make this project work.
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4.2 Solid works design 

Here, in figure 9, you will find the design of the base and what it looks like on solid works: 

 
 

For this part, the only additional elements that we will be needing is a means to stick the base 

to the ground and the top part to the base and those components can be bolts. 

5 Plant (Assembly) 
 
The whole purpose of the solar tracker idea is to increase the efficiency of the power output. 

By automating the solar panel to stay aligned with the position of the sun and thus parallel to 

the sun’s rays, you increase the efficiency. This efficiency is higher for the tracking system by 

30% to 60% compared with what the stationary solar panel and what it can provide. To get an 

idea of the whole solar tracker I put together a prototype that will show us the proper functioning 

of the solar tracker. In the figure 10 below is a solid works design of what the solar tracker will 

look like.  

 

Figure 9: Supporting base solid works design 
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5.1 Prototype of solar tracker  

To get a general look on what the solar tracker plant would be, I worked on a small prototype 

that would show the basic concept behind the idea. The major components of this prototype are: 

1. Light Detecting Resistors (LDR) 

2. Servo motors 

3. Arduino  

 

 

 

Figure 10: Assembly solid works design 
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1.  Light detecting resistors  

LDRs are variable resistors that uses semiconductor materials with small bandgap (from the 

valence band to the conductive band) making it easier for the valence electron to jump, in 

contact with light, from band to band which will incent it to be more conductive. Thus, lowering 

the resistance of the LDR and increasing the output voltage. The two figures 11 & 12 show how 

does this concept is working. 

 

To get the difference in potential from all the directions, I had to put four light detecting sensors 

in four dissimilar places. One on the right another on the top left then one in the bottom right 

and a last one on the bottom left. You can see in the figure 13 bellow how it should look like.  

 

 

Figure 12: Decreasing resistance with increasing 
illumination 

Figure 10: Potential drop in a resistance 

Figure 13: LDRs placement 
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2. Servo motors 

Servo motors are wieldy known for their high performance. Because they work on a closed 

loop, they have the capability to turn immediately to whatever angle it was instructed to 

regardless of the initial condition (position). To meet the needs of a dual axes prototype we will 

need two micro servo motors that will rotate on two different axes (A vertical one and a 

horizontal one), to move between north and south or between East and west. Below in figure 

14 are the specifications of the micro servo motor used.  

We will then use a micro controller to move the arms of the servo motor and directed the part 

stuck to it towards the direction of the sun. 

 

 

3. Arduino  

As a microcontroller, we are going to use the Arduino Uno. Used to “build digital devices and 

interactive objects that can sense and control objects in the physical world.” [2], the Arduino 

encompasses ATmega328P microcontroller that requires a 5V operating voltage with a limit of 

20V in the input voltage. It has a 32KB of flash memory but only 2KB of SRAM which quite 

enough for the code used to control the solar panel. Having all the information, we can start 

programming the different functions that we want the Arduino to apply so it can make the panel 

as to follow the path of the sun. [3] 

 

Figure 14: Servo specifications 
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Now moving to the programing language, the big plus is that you can use two different 

languages, C and C++ that you can write on its own software. We worked with the C language 

for obvious reasons. The first one being the knowledge of the language, the second one is the 

program parts that you can easily find and third just easy formal program structure.[6] 

 

The goal is for the solar tracker to follow the sun’s position through the use of the LDRs and 

the sun’s path. So, the algorithm should include a turning function towards the direction with 

the highest light intensity and a table of the sun’s position during a whole year with an if 

condition of when the weather is cloudy and all the LRDs detect same light intensity throughout 

the day. Then the algorithm should work in a way where the Arduino will only read the sun’s 

position part of the code [4]. Below in figure 15 you can find the base diagram of the 

relationship between the two codes used for this solar tracker system.  

 

 

Then we will execute this algorithm in coding onto the Arduino IDE software since it makes 

very easy to code by requiring only two basic functions, one that starts the sketch and the other 

Figure 15: Basic diagram to connect two codes 
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one for the main loop. In Figure 16 below you can find snapshot of the code.  

 
 

To make the tow different techniques meet into one program, we have one very important 

condition and that is the “else if” used when the Arduino reads all the potentials coming from 

all the LDRs and find them equal, then it follows the position of the sun.  

 

5.2 Geo-Profile  

The geo-profile is a little study made on AUI grounds to find the best space to implement this 

project.  

 

It starts with the decision of which kind of solar cells we would need to work with and looking 

for what is its efficiency and output power. If we choose to employ the microcrystalline solar 

cell type, we uncover in the specifications of this kind of panels that the solar power output is 

480 W and that its efficiency is about 16.4%. Since we want to get to 40 KW, we will calculate 

the number of panels that we need to reach the wanted output power. Results say that we need 

around 84 panel. [15] 

Figure 16: Snap shot of the code on Arduino software interface 
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This number of panels should be installed on university grounds and so we need to know how 

much space this plant would require. A single solar panel dimensions are: 1500 x 668 mm and 

so if we need 84 of them, then the project will take up over 85 m2. Space should be left between 

the panels so that they don’t collide, plus we need to give around 50 cm from each side, which 

will give us a 1m of distance between each panel, for allowing a walking path around if 

maintenance is to be made. It will require an addition of 21 m2. Therefore, the lands that we 

need should have an area of approximately 105 m2. 

 

 

Locating this place that has 105 m2 will require a map of AUI. This location should preferably 

be on higher grounds for better efficiency. Figure 17 shows in red the places where it could be 

implemented and would only require AUI heads acceptance.  

  

Figure 17: AUI Map 
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7 Implementation 
7.1 Installation on the University grounds 

In this section, we will paint the big picture of how will the whole project is going to be 

implemented on the ground of Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane.  

As we have said before in the Geo-Profile section, we will realize the project on one of the red 

part of the map in figure 17 above. This decision will require other parties and is not really 

relevant to the study since it is already an AUI property and thus no additional cost, also it won’t 

change anything in the engineering side of the study either. Except maybe the elevation, but 

there isn’t a big difference in the chosen locations in altitude and so, it could be a negligible 

factor. 

 

A very important aspect of the geo-profile is the calculations of distances. These computations 

helped us to find the suitable locations for the plant since it gave us an approximation of the 

area that would be needed. Four different locations with approximately 105 m2 available, is the 

first step onto the implementation of this project. 

The whole plant works like the prototype that I built. With two motors for two different 

directions and a microcontroller to command, the whole assembly to follow the path of the sun. 

 

Now that we have an idea of how the project will be implemented and that it is rewarding power 

wise, we need to check one more box in the “To Do” list: The cost analysis. This analysis will 

include the sum of cots to produce and to install the plant, and also the price in the Moroccan 

market, to finally find out if it is too expensive to be implemented or otherwise making profit 

out of it.  
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8 Cost analysis 
 
8.1 Producing and installing the power plant at AUI 

To get this whole project done, we need to evaluate the different pricings for production and 

installation of the power plant at AUI.  

 

In order to achieve this goal, we will need to get specific data about the material used and the 

cost of purchase, additionally we will need to get the data of the monocrystalline solar panels 

that we intend to use for this project. Ultimately, we will need to assemble all of that with the 

cost installation. 

 

The mass of the 1010 carbon steel is the first data that we need to identify to find the 

approximated cost of the of the material that we need to buy. We already know that the weights 

of the different parts of the top part. The “H” shaped beam has a mass of 24.95 Kg and each of 

the circular plates have a mass of 5.223 Kg. We add to that the weight of the base which is 

629.6 Kg, it will give us a total of 664.996 Kg. The unit price of the 1010 carbon steel starts 

from 0.4 $ per Kg to 30 $ per Kg. Subsequently we are going to calculate the average of the 

price and that would be the approximation of the price of AISI 1010 carbon steel. The average 

price is 15.2 $/Kg and we have 665 Kg that we will need to acquisition and so the total price of 

acquiring this amount of carbon steel would be: 10,108 $. 

 

A monocrystalline solar cell is one of the most efficient solar panels that we can find in the 

market. Depending on the wattage, the prices change in a range from 100$ to 160$ and we are 

going to take an average value of the prices and that would be: 130 $ per solar panel. As 

mentioned in the geo-profile section above, we must have 84 panel and thus the total price is: 

10,920 $ for the solar panels. 

Manufacturing the parts of the solar tracker is also a cost that we need to consider. To get an 

estimation of the cost, we will use the solid work built in option of manufacturing cost 

estimator. 

Once you uploaded the data that the software requires for doing the calculations, solid works 

exhibit a sheet of that estimation and in this case, it gives us the following results:  

Below is a snap shot of the solid works manufacturing cost estimator sheet.
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The pricing of the installation is very variable and depend only on how many workers you 

require to install the 84 panels. And if you want to reduce the number of workers, it will take 

more time and thus increasing the expense since the workers are payed per hours or days. If 

we estimate that we add 2 $ per watt for the installation, we wind-up with a 80,000 $ as a cost 

of installation. 

 

Once we gathered all the data, we can find the total cost that this project will require to be 

implemented. This stage will be demonstrated in the total cost section. 

8.2 Local Moroccan market 

Doing a cost analysis in the Moroccan market will require to find the same data we uncovered 

in the previous section. Thus, the price in Moroccan dirham of the amount of carbon steel that 

we need will be: 101,929.61 MAD. We realize that the prices of the items are very similar and 

therefore we only need to convert the prices from the US Dollar value to the Moroccan Dirham 

value. Consequently, the estimated price for the solar panels will be: 110,085.07 MAD.  

 

However, we will observe a great difference in the price of the installation since the workers 

get paid with drastically lower wages in Morocco compared with the United State of America. 

Nevertheless, the method that we previously used to calculate the estimated cost of installation 

will still be applicable here with just the alteration of the salaries. And so, we consider and 

additional 3 MAD per watt for the installation and that will give us a total of: 120,000 MAD. 

By doing the estimation on solid works to find the cost of product manufacturing, we obtain 

this value: 14,646.24 MAD, which was more appealing than what we had found previously 

since as we stated in the paragraph above, wages are lower.  

 

8.3 Total cost 

Now that we have different estimations of the different costly steps of the implementation 

process. We can now collect all our previous data to get an overall idea of what would the 

general cost be. 

Below is a table 1 exhibiting the different costs that we will have to deal with and the total cost 

of the whole project.  
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Prices of USA MOROCCO 

Solar panels 10,920 $ 110,085.07 MAD 

Manufacturing 14,646 $ 147,043 MAD 

Installation 80,000 $ 120,000 MAD 

TOTAL COST 105,566 $ 377,128.07 MAD 

 

 

This cost seems very high when you just look at it without knowing how much money it will 

actually save. If we assume 40 KW of power consumption and knowing that the price of 

electricity that AUI pays, as a professional entity and not as a residential one, is on average 

between the different kind of hours is: 1.14 MAD per KWh [10]. And thus, it provides us with 

a utilization of 399,456 MAD per year minimum. Conscious that the costs in the table 1 above 

are investments, therefore they are costs that you pay only once in the life time of the project, 

the salvation time would be: the total amount invested at the beginning over the annual cost of 

electricity. Calculations tell us that after only 0.94 years, which is approximately 11 months and 

27 days, we are going to recover the invested money. Hence, this solution not only 

environmentally friendly among many other things but it is also very profitable. 

One cost can be added after serval years and that would be the cost of the maintenance. Not 

very predictable cost but clearly not very high as to make the project not worth its expense. 

  

Table 1: cost summary 
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9 Results & Discussion 
Expectations about this project are based on real data that we have salvaged. The numbers we 

developed are very promising. The design of the solar tracker is accurate to its purpose. The 

material chosen and the shape of it not only made it so as it won’t collapse or fail to hold but it 

also made it very load resistant and very respondent to the rotating program. The code is a 

combination of two principles. The first one is about the LDRs. The concept behind it is that 

when the LDRs detect different intensities of light, the code is pout in way that it will tell the 

servo motor to move to the direction of the light. The second technique is related to the path of 

the sun. Based on your altitude and other components you can calculate the position of the sun 

trough out the whole, hence when it is foggy or cloudy, or whenever the LDRs get hidden from 

the sunlight and thus they convey the same light intensity, we can use the second part of the 

code to detect the position of the sun and so get direct right angel of the sun beam even with the 

disturbing circumstances and accordingly making its efficiency consistency almost the same. 

This efficiency consistency helped a great deal with output power that we were hoping for. The 

goal was to get a 40 KW plant therefore all of the calculations were made around this specific 

output, but the important part is that you can increase the number of panels and making cheaper 

to make and implement if we get higher efficiencies. The fact that it tracks the sun makes it 

efficiency increase radically although it is not the only way to increase it but that is not the 

subject of this project. Now that we are enthusiastic about the output, the missing part of the 

implementation is the location where this whole project will be built on. In the map, above, I 

circled in red four different spaces that could work for this based on the area needed. The choice 

won’t matter to this study and that is why it is an open decision. The only that is left to account 

for is the cost. As calculated in the section before, we got very remarkable results, where we 

could regain our investment in only 11 months and 9 days. Basically, it would be a prodigious 

investment to make if we care about the environment. If this project is to be implemented, what 

kind of down sides could it have? Clearly the weather won’t make it easy since Ifrane’s weather 

is a bit schizophrenic. However, that could be ruled out due to the fact that the second part of 

the code makes it possible to get the energy from the sun even with these conditions. Another 

disadvantage could be the initial cost, but seeing that the cost of it is recoverable as fast ° years 

makes it worth the primary investment. 
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12 STEEPLE analysis  
A STEEPLE analysis tackles seven different aspect of a project. Each letter in STEEPLE stand 

for one of the seven different aspects of the analysis. We are going to go through them one by 

one.  

• The Social aspect is strictly related to the genera health. At first, the solar energy seems 

to help reduce the health problems, which is not deniable. But could it also have its own 

health downsides like the toxic materials used and used to manufacture the solar cells.  

• Environmentally speaking, the solar energy has plenty of benefits and the most 

important one of them is the reduction in the implication of global warming. Though it 

has other environmental implications such as the diminution of air pollution and the 

saving of the limited sources like fossil fuel. They all related issues anyways. 

• Ethically speaking, you can’t find many problems. The solar energy coincides with the 

different ethical aspects, but one of them is to be made sure of and that is the workers 

right.  

• The Economy of the solar energy is very satisfied as shown in the cost analysis that we 

conducted in this report. Also, it helps creating jobs and it opens a door to the private 

market.  

• Technically, it is already very advanced, but I wanted to make some innovative 

advancements by merging the two different ways of sun tracking and increasing the 

efficiency. 

• Politically and Legally we find that: 

“Morocco passed the Renewable Energy Law in 2010.  The law abolished 

ONEE’s monopoly for the production of electricity by allowing private 

companies to enter into the renewable sector, connect to the national grid, and 

even export electricity. Additional amendments opened up the medium and low 

voltage sectors, but the implementing regulations have yet to be introduced.” 

[11]. 
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10 Conclusion 
The discussion of the section above, makes you realize that the implementation of this project 

is very profitable and is merit the price to pay.  

In this capstone, we tackled: 

• The design steps one after the other lead to the results stated above. I the calculations 

of the structural design of the top part we found the weight of the whole part. 

• Then we calculated the durability of the project, which was based on the choice of the 

material. That was the AISI 1010 carbon steel because it could withstand the load of it. 

• We did the same kind of calculations that we did for the top part of the solar tracker 

and we acquired the load of the supporting base plus the top part.  

• Moreover, choosing the material of the supporting base was as simple as finding out if 

the material that we used for the top part will also work for the base. And the 

calculations of the allowable stress lead us to the conclusion that the carbon steel can 

bear way more than the supporting base will be bearing. 

• To represent these calculation, I built a prototype that shows how does the solar tracker 

will be and how would it work. I divided the description of it into three major 

components: Light detecting sensors, Servo motors, Arduino. Those are the most 

essential elements that we needed to expose. 

• Once aware of how would the entire project work, we only had to decide on where to 

implement it. A small study lead us to four different locations based on the calculation 

of the area needed for a 40 KW based plant. The choice of one of the locations is open 

to whom ever need to make this decision, probably based on other characteristics that 

I don’t have the data of. 

• We analyzed the total cost of this entire project and we calculated the payback period 

showing how, even though the initial cost is pretty high, the implementation of the 

project it totally appealing and worth it. 

• Finally, a realization of a STEEPLE analysis made un see the social, technological, 

environmental, ethical, political, legal, and economical aspect and concerns of the 

project.  
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Appendix A  
 

HIND KADIRI-YAMANI 

IMPLEMENTATION OF CPV PLANT AT AUI 

LOUDIYI K 

SPRING 2017 

The object of this capstone is to produce an engineering analysis of a 40 Kilo- 

Watt concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) plant to be installed on the ground of AUI. 

The design aspects will deal with the structural mounting of the panels and them 

supporting tracking unit. 

The analysis phase will consist of looking at the different components of the 

technology to be assembled to produce the tracking unit in addition of the structural 

design for supporting pillars to withstand the unit. In addition, a computer 

simulation will be used to predict the yearly electrical output of the CPV plant for 

Ifrane. 

Once the analysis is completed, we will propose the design of the system to be 

implemented. In particular, we will concentrate on technology to be implemented 

at AUI from an assembly plant that will be installed on the University grounds. 

A cost analysis for implementation of the plant will be the final stage for studying 

the feasibility of producing and installing the power plant on the grounds of the 

University. In this final stage, we will look at the cost of the different components 

that are available in the local Moroccan market and try to visual the total cost of 

the plant. Thus, this will allow to shed a vision on the total economic analysis for 

such plant implementation. 
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Appendix B  
 

 
  

Chapter 9: Stresses in Beams

Allowable Load

Design engineers select beams that will support known loads. However, in 
many cases the structure already exists, and will be used with a different 
loading condition than it was originally intended. A manufacturing plant may 
bring in a larger piece of equipment, so the engineer calculates whether the 
existing floor will support the machine.

A simply-supported timber beam carries a uniform distributed load; how large 
a load can the beam support? Since the loading is symmetrical, the reaction 

forces equal half the applied load: RA=RB=
w L

2
. The maximum shear load is

V 1=RA=
w L

2
. The maximum moment equals the area of the left-hand triangle

in the shear diagram, or one half the base times the height:

M max=
1

2

L

2

w L

2
=

w L2

8
. If we look at bending stress, then σ=

M

S
=

w L2

8 S
.

Rewrite the equation to solve for the load, w=
8σallowable S

L
2 . If we look at shear stress, τ=V Q

I t
= w L Q

2 I t
. Rewrite the 

equation to solve for the load, w=
2 τallowable I t

L Q
.

Example #8

A simply-supported, 8 foot long, 4×8 southern yellow pine timber supports a
uniform distributed load. Calculate the maximum load the beam can support.
Report the result in lb./ft.

Solution From the previous discussion, based on bending stress the beam can

support a total load of wtotal=
8σallowable S

L
2 . From the Appendix, the allowable

bending stress of southern yellow pine is 1400 psi and the section modulus

S
x
=30.7in.

3
.

The total load is wtotal=
8

(8ft.)2

1400lb.

in.
2

30.7in.
3

∣ ft.

12 in.
=448lb./ ft. . The total

load includes the beam's weight per unit length: wtotal=wapplied+wbeam . From the

Appendix, a 4×8 timber has a weight of 7.05 lb./ft., so

wapplied =wtotal−wbeam=448lb. /ft.−7.05lb./ ft.=441lb./ ft.

Also from the previous discussion, based on shear stress the beam can support a

total load of wtotal=
2 τallowable I t

L Q
. From the Appendix, I

x
=111in.

4
 and

τallowable=175 psi . Based on the dimensions, y=7.25 in.

4
=1.8125 in. ,

t=3.5in. , and A' =3.5 in.⋅7.25 in.

2
=12.6875 in.

2
, so Q=A' y=12.6875 in.

2⋅1.8125in.=22.9961 in.
3 . The total load is

wtotal=
2 τallowable I t

L Q
= 2

8ft.

175lb.

in.
2

111in.
4

22.9961 in.
3

3.5in. =739lb. / ft. . The applied load is

wapplied =739lb./ ft.−7.05lb./ ft.=732 lb./ ft.

The beam can support an applied load of 441 lb./ft. before it fails in bending, and a load of 732 lb./ft. before it fails in 
shear. Pick the lower of the two numbers because this is where failure will occur first.

82

A B

wL/2 wL/2

V
1
=wL/2

V V
3
= 0

V
2
= –wL/2

w

8 ft.

M
max

= wL2/8

M

7.25 in.

3.5 in.

area A'

y

shear
plane

centroid of
area A'

A B

wL/2 wL/2

V
1
=wL/2

V V
3
= 0

V
2
= –wL/2

w

L

M
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= wL2/8
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Design, Eighth Edition

I. Basics 1. Introduction to 

Mechanical Engineering 

Design

23© The McGraw−Hill 

Companies, 2008

Introduction to Mechanical Engineering Design 17

design factor based on the absolute uncertainties of a loss-of-function parameter and a
maximum allowable parameter. Here the parameter can be load, stress, deflection, etc.
Thus, the design factor nd is defined as

nd =
loss-of-function parameter

maximum allowable parameter
(1–1)

If the parameter is load, then the maximum allowable load can be found from

Maximum allowable load =
loss-of-function load

nd

(1–2)

EXAMPLE 1–1 Consider that the maximum load on a structure is known with an uncertainty of ±20 per-
cent, and the load causing failure is known within ±15 percent. If the load causing fail-
ure is nominally 2000 lbf, determine the design factor and the maximum allowable load
that will offset the absolute uncertainties.

Solution To account for its uncertainty, the loss-of-function load must increase to 1/0.85, whereas
the maximum allowable load must decrease to 1/1.2. Thus to offset the absolute uncer-
tainties the design factor should be

Answer nd =
1/0.85

1/1.2
= 1.4

From Eq. (1–2), the maximum allowable load is found to be

Answer Maximum allowable load =
2000

1.4
= 1400 lbf

Stochastic methods (see Chap. 20) are based on the statistical nature of the design
parameters and focus on the probability of survival of the design’s function (that is, on
reliability). Sections 5–13 and 6–17 demonstrate how this is accomplished.

1–11 Design Factor and Factor of Safety
A general approach to the allowable load versus loss-of-function load problem is the
deterministic design factor method, and sometimes called the classical method of
design. The fundamental equation is Eq. (1–1) where nd is called the design factor. All
loss-of-function modes must be analyzed, and the mode leading to the smallest design
factor governs. After the design is completed, the actual design factor may change as
a result of changes such as rounding up to a standard size for a cross section or using
off-the-shelf components with higher ratings instead of employing what is calculated
by using the design factor. The factor is then referred to as the factor of safety, n. The
factor of safety has the same definition as the design factor, but it generally differs
numerically.

Since stress may not vary linearly with load (see Sec. 3–19), using load as the
loss-of-function parameter may not be acceptable. It is more common then to express
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  SERVO MOTOR SG90                                                         DATA SHEET

Tiny and lightweight with high output power. Servo can rotate approximately 180 degrees  (90 in each direction), and works just like the standard kinds  
but smaller. You can use any servo code, hardware or library to control these servos. Good for beginners who want to make stuff move without building a  
motor controller with feedback & gear box, especially since it will fit in small places. It comes with a 3 horns (arms) and hardware.

Position "0" (1.5 ms pulse) is middle, "90" (~2ms pulse) is middle,  
is all the way to the right, "-90" (~1ms pulse) is all the way to the left.
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#include <Servo.h> // include Servo library  
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////   
//PUT YOUR LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, AND TIME ZONE HERE 
  float latitude = 33.539384; 
  float longitude = -5.105795; 
  float timezone = 0; 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////   
//If you live in the southern hemisphere, it would probably be easier 
//for you if you make north as the direction where the azimuth equals 
//0 degrees. To do so, switch the 0 below with 180.   
  float northOrSouth = 0; 
 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
//MISC. VARIABLES 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////   
  float pi = 3.14159265; 
  float altitude; 
  float azimuth; 
  float delta; 
  float h; 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////  
//END MISC. VARIABLES 
//THIS CODE TURNS THE MONTH INTO THE NUMBER OF DAYS SINCE JANUARY 
1ST. 
//ITS ONLY PURPOSE IS FOR CALCULATING DELTA (DECLINATION), AND IS NOT 
USED IN THE HOUR ANGLE TABLE OR ANYWHERE ELSE. 
      float daynum(float month){ 
       float day; 
       if (month == 1){day=0;} 
       if (month == 2){day=31;}        
       if (month == 3){day=59;}        
       if (month == 4){day=90;} 
       if (month == 5){day=120;} 
       if (month == 6){day=151;} 
       if (month == 7){day=181;} 
       if (month == 8){day=212;} 
       if (month == 9){day=243;} 
       if (month == 10){day=273;} 
       if (month == 11){day=304;} 
       if (month == 12){day=334;}  
       return day;  
      } 
 
//THIS CODE TAKES THE DAY OF THE MONTH AND DOES ONE OF THREE 
THINGS: ADDS A DAY, SUBTRACTS A DAY, OR 
//DOES NOTHING. THIS IS DONE SO THAT LESS VALUES ARE REQUIRED FOR 
THE NOON HOUR ANGLE TABLE BELOW. 
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       int dayToArrayNum(int day){ 
            if ((day == 1) || (day == 2) || (day == 3)){day = 0;} 
            if ((day == 4) || (day == 5) || (day == 6)){day = 1;}   
            if ((day == 7) || (day == 8) || (day == 9)){day = 2;} 
            if ((day == 10) || (day == 11) || (day == 12)){day = 3;} 
            if ((day == 13) || (day == 14) || (day == 15)){day = 4;} 
            if ((day == 16) || (day == 17) || (day == 18)){day = 5;} 
            if ((day == 19) || (day == 20) || (day == 21)){day = 6;} 
            if ((day == 22) || (day == 23) || (day == 24)){day = 7;} 
            if ((day == 25) || (day == 26) || (day == 27)){day = 8;} 
            if ((day == 28) || (day == 29) || (day == 30) || (day == 31)){day = 9;} 
          return day; 
       } 
 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//HERE IS THE TABLE OF NOON HOUR ANGLE VALUES. THESE VALUES GIVE 
THE HOUR ANGLE, IN DEGREES, OF THE SUN AT NOON (NOT SOLAR NOON) 
//WHERE LONGITUDE = 0. DAYS ARE SKIPPED TO SAVE SPACE, WHICH IS WHY 
THERE ARE NOT 365 NUMBERS IN THIS TABLE. 
      float FindH(int day, int month){ 
      float h; 
       
      if (month == 1){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            -1.038,-1.379,-1.703,-2.007,-2.289,-2.546,-2.776,-2.978,-3.151,-3.294,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 2){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            -3.437,-3.508,-3.55,-3.561,-3.545,-3.501,-3.43,-3.336,-3.219,-3.081,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 3){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            -2.924,-2.751,-2.563,-2.363,-2.153,-1.936,-1.713,-1.487,-1.26,-1.035,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 4){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            -0.74,-0.527,-0.322,-0.127,0.055,0.224,0.376,0.512,0.63,0.728,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 5){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            0.806,0.863,0.898,0.913,0.906,0.878,0.829,0.761,0.675,0.571,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 6){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
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            0.41,0.275,0.128,-0.026,-0.186,-0.349,-0.512,-0.673,-0.829,-0.977,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
             
      if (month == 7){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            -1.159,-1.281,-1.387,-1.477,-1.547,-1.598,-1.628,-1.636,-1.622,-1.585,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 8){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            -1.525,-1.442,-1.338,-1.212,-1.065,-0.9,-0.716,-0.515,-0.299,-0.07,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 9){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            0.253,0.506,0.766,1.03,1.298,1.565,1.831,2.092,2.347,2.593,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 10){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            2.828,3.05,3.256,3.444,3.613,3.759,3.882,3.979,4.049,4.091,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 11){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            4.1,4.071,4.01,3.918,3.794,3.638,3.452,3.236,2.992,2.722,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
      if (month == 12){ 
            float h_Array[10]={ 
            2.325,2.004,1.665,1.312,0.948,0.578,0.205,-0.167,-0.534,-0.893,}; 
            h = h_Array[day];} 
 
return h; 
      } 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
 
// 180 horizontal MAX 
Servo horizontal; // horizontal servo 
int servoh = 180;   // 90;     // stand horizontal servo 
 
int servohLimitHigh = 180; 
int servohLimitLow = 65; 
 
// 65 degrees MAX 
Servo vertical;   // vertical servo  
int servov = 45;    //   90;     // stand vertical servo 
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int servovLimitHigh = 80; 
int servovLimitLow = 15; 
 
 
// LDR pin connections 
//  name  = analogpin; 
int ldrlt = 0; //LDR top left - BOTTOM LEFT    <--- BDG 
int ldrrt = 1; //LDR top rigt - BOTTOM RIGHT  
int ldrld = 2; //LDR down left - TOP LEFT 
int ldrrd = 3; //ldr down rigt - TOP RIGHT 
 
void setup() 
{ 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
// servo connections 
// name.attacht(pin); 
  horizontal.attach(9);  
  vertical.attach(10); 
  horizontal.write(180); 
  vertical.write(45); 
  delay(3000); 
 
  latitude = latitude * pi/180; 
} 
 
void loop()  
{ 
  int lt = analogRead(ldrlt); // top left 
  int rt = analogRead(ldrrt); // top right 
  int ld = analogRead(ldrld); // down left 
  int rd = analogRead(ldrrd); // down rigt 
   
  // int dtime = analogRead(4)/20; // read potentiometers   
  // int tol = analogRead(5)/4; 
  int dtime = 10; 
  int tol = 50; 
   
  int avt = (lt + rt) / 2; // average value top 
  int avd = (ld + rd) / 2; // average value down 
  int avl = (lt + ld) / 2; // average value left 
  int avr = (rt + rd) / 2; // average value right 
 
  int dvert = avt - avd; // check the diffirence of up and down 
  int dhoriz = avl - avr;// check the diffirence og left and rigt 
   
   
  Serial.print(avt); 
  Serial.print(" "); 
  Serial.print(avd); 
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  Serial.print(" "); 
  Serial.print(avl); 
  Serial.print(" "); 
  Serial.print(avr); 
  Serial.print("   "); 
  Serial.print(dtime); 
  Serial.print("   "); 
  Serial.print(tol); 
  Serial.println(" "); 
   
     
  if (-1*tol > dvert || dvert > tol) // check if the diffirence is in the tolerance else change 
vertical angle 
  { 
  if (avt > avd) 
  { 
    servov = ++servov; 
     if (servov > servovLimitHigh)  
     {  
      servov = servovLimitHigh; 
     } 
  } 
  else if (avt < avd) 
  { 
    servov= --servov; 
    if (servov < servovLimitLow) 
  { 
    servov = servovLimitLow; 
  } 
  } 
  vertical.write(servov); 
  } 
   
  if (-1*tol > dhoriz || dhoriz > tol) // check if the diffirence is in the tolerance else change 
horizontal angle 
  { 
  if (avl > avr) 
  { 
    servoh = --servoh; 
    if (servoh < servohLimitLow) 
    { 
    servoh = servohLimitLow; 
    } 
  } 
  else if (avl < avr) 
  { 
    servoh = ++servoh; 
     if (servoh > servohLimitHigh) 
     { 
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     servoh = servohLimitHigh; 
     } 
  } 
  else if (avl = avr) 
  { 
    horizontal.write(servoh); 
  } 
  if (avl = avr = avd = avt) 
  { 
  delay(dtime); 
   float month2; 
  float day; 
  float hour2; 
  float minute2;   
  } 
    
  //SET TIME AND DATE HERE////////////// 
  month2 = 4; 
  day = 4; 
  hour2 = 21;//Use 24hr clock (ex: 1:00pm = 13:00) and don't use daylight saving time. 
  minute2 = 15; 
  //END SET TIME AND DATE ///////////// 
 
  //START OF THE CODE THAT CALCULATES THE POSITION OF THE SUN 
  float n = daynum(month2) + day;//NUMBER OF DAYS SINCE THE START OF THE 
YEAR.  
  delta = .409279 * sin(2 * pi * ((284 + n)/365.25));//SUN'S DECLINATION. 
  day = dayToArrayNum(day);//TAKES THE CURRENT DAY OF THE MONTH AND 
CHANGES IT TO A LOOK UP VALUE ON THE HOUR ANGLE TABLE. 
  h = (FindH(day,month2)) + longitude + (timezone * -1 * 15);//FINDS THE NOON HOUR 
ANGLE ON THE TABLE AND MODIFIES IT FOR THE USER'S OWN LOCATION AND 
TIME ZONE. 
  h = ((((hour2 + minute2/60) - 12) * 15) + h)*pi/180;//FURTHER MODIFIES THE NOON 
HOUR ANGLE OF THE CURRENT DAY AND TURNS IT INTO THE HOUR ANGLE 
FOR THE CURRENT HOUR AND MINUTE. 
  altitude = (asin(sin(latitude) * sin(delta) + cos(latitude) * cos(delta) * 
cos(h)))*180/pi;//FINDS THE SUN'S ALTITUDE. 
  azimuth = ((atan2((sin(h)),((cos(h) * sin(latitude)) - tan(delta) * cos(latitude)))) + 
(northOrSouth*pi/180)) *180/pi;//FINDS THE SUN'S AZIMUTH. 
  //END OF THE CODE THAT CALCULATES THE POSITION OF THE SUN 
 
  Serial.println("Altitude"); 
  Serial.println(altitude);   
  Serial.println("Azimuth"); 
  Serial.println(azimuth); 
  delay(5000); 
 
} 
  } 


